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50 PATTERNS | 50 YEARS



In celebration of  Scott Group Studio’s 50th 
anniversary, we’ve curated 50 inspiring patterns 
from our archives. Whether introduced decades 
ago or in recent days, classic design and timeless 
beauty are always in style. Enjoy.

50 PATTERNS. 50 YEARS.





In shades of  snow, winter white brings
ethereal elegance, light and warmth to the
coolest of  spaces. Mixing these kindred
tones with distinctive textures delivers a
harmonious space you’ll want to hibernate
in all year round.

winter white
JANUARY

A:  H11873 - Kushma
B:  H12326 - Khudi
C:  H11275 - Kalika

       A.

       B.

       C.



Sunrise on a cool, crisp morning brings nature’s 
signature of  beauty. Frosted, feathered window 
panes. An amethyst, dewy haze that hangs 
in the air. Both provide a bite and boldness 
to inspire sharp design.

frost
FEBRUARY

A:  H11764 - Lemyra
B:  H10978 - Astre
C:  H12305 - Conte

       A.

       B.

       C.



There is nothing more hopeful than the first 
sprouting of  green in the springtime. Trees 
begin to thicken and buds push through the 
earth. Nature’s awakening provides not only 
great textures and tones but pure optimism for 
this time of  year.

spring green
MARCH

       A.

       B.

       C.

A:  H10916  - Rubicon
B:  H11626 - Iona
C:  350582  - Fenn with silk



The sound of  rain is said to be one of  nature’s 
most calming and relaxing sounds. Visually, it 
can provide a mesmerizing wash of  moody, 
monochromatic hues, puddled patterns and 
stimulate the senses for abundance of  inspiration.

showers
APRIL

A:  H11374 - Aella
B:  H12383 - Naseem
C:  H10775 - Yuki
D:  H10929 - Vetralla
E:  H13607 - Geode
F:  H10776 - Saronno

       A.

       B.

       C.

       D.

       E.

       F.



       A.

       B.

       C.

From delicate pastels to vibrant, saturated
colors, flowers bring any space to life. We
embrace their softness and respect the statement 
that they bring. From traditional to modern, 
our numerous floral patterns offer a virtual 
garden of  opportunity.

floral
MAY

A:  350648 - Allora with silk
B:  H12359 - Ava
C:  H11787 - Flor



Artwork for the floor...or the wall? Our abstract 
designs are original masterpieces that will give 
anyone pause as to where they should be 
displayed. Striking and strong. Fluid and 
lyrical. Our painterly approach and passion 
for details brings complexity to actuality.

abstract
JUNE

A:  H10908  - Zanica
B:  H12903 - Nicola
C:  H11141 - Modulo
D:  H11112 - Ciel
E:  H13608  - Phases

       A.

       B.

       C.

       D.        E.



Hot days demand cool moments of  reprieve.
Vivid and vibrant tones like azure blue, 
bright persimmon orange and sunshine yellow 
bring punch and energy to those lazy days 
of  summer.

summer saturation
JULY

A:  H11935 - Aveiro
B:  H11800 - Peniche
C:  H13108 - Tavira
D:  350599  - Alonza
E:  350603 - Menzo

       C.

       D.

       E.

       A.        B.



Nature may have intended to camouflage the 
coats of  cheetahs, leopards and lions to blend 
in on the Serengeti - but for our environments, 
these patterns are meant to attract! Distinctive 
animal inspired designs are fierce and fabulous 
- a true call of  the wild.

safari
AUGUST

A:  H10840 - Aasifa
B:  H13609 - Boulder
C:  H11884 - Zaidi

       A.

       B.

       C.



Ornate and elegant. Traditional patterns are 
here to stay - enhancing an already classic space 
or bringing a juxtaposed twist to a modern 
space. Purposeful and intricate themes display 
complexity and captivation.

traditional
SEPTEMBER

A:  H10872 - Lavello
B:  H12506 - Vernon
C:  H10884 - Toulon

       A.

       B.

       C.



Shady greys and blacks have become essential 
hues that work in nearly every room, decor, and 
ambiance. Dark and somber tones bring about 
an inherent sense of  intensity. Shadowing 
effects and silhouettes take center stage for 
these moody and mysterious motifs.

drama
OCTOBER

A:  350541  - Aeon with silk
B:  BA-0619 - Boucle
C:  H11477 - Helos
D:  H12317 - Octan
E:  H11841- Janus
F:  BA-0567 - Milanos

       A.

       B.

       C.

       D.

       E.

       F.



Curled up in your favorite chair in a chunky 
cardigan, partnered with an ultra-soft cable-knit 
throw and a warm cup of  chamomile tea 
makes for the perfect cozy setting. Neutral 
tones and the softest of  fibers, like cashmere 
and silk, create a sense of  calm and contentment.

cozy
NOVEMBER

A:  350671 - Awani
B:  350652 - Baria
C:  350667 - Cambrian with silk
D:  350624 - BotaVino with silk
E:  BA-0612 - Augustus

       C.

       D.

       E.

       A.        B.



Elegance and decadence. Characterized by
smooth lines, geometric shapes, streamlined 
forms and bright, sometimes garish colors, 
the Art Deco style brings pure distinction 
to any space. Always unapologetic about 
making a big statement.

deco the halls
DECEMBER

A:  H10843 - Kahn
B:  H12493 - Ira
C:  H11805 - Fiore
D:  H12170 - Zeno
E:  H10867 - Palmori

       A.

       B.

       C.

       D.        E.




